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The first searches for axions and axionlike particles with the Large Underground Xenon experiment are
presented. Under the assumption of an axioelectric interaction in xenon, the coupling constant between
axions and electrons gAe is tested using data collected in 2013 with an exposure totaling 95 live days
×118 kg. A double-sided, profile likelihood ratio statistic test excludes gAe larger than 3.5 × 10−12

(90% C.L.) for solar axions. Assuming the Dine-Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnitsky theoretical description, the
upper limit in coupling corresponds to an upper limit on axion mass of 0.12 eV=c2, while for the Kim-
Shifman-Vainshtein-Zhakharov description masses above 36.6 eV=c2 are excluded. For galactic axionlike
particles, values of gAe larger than 4.2 × 10−13 are excluded for particle masses in the range 1–16 keV=c2.
These are the most stringent constraints to date for these interactions.
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Introduction.—The standard model of particle physics
has long been thought to be incomplete as it is, for example,
unable to explain dark matter, the observed matter-
antimatter asymmetry of the universe, or the hierarchy
problem. Another major weakness is the lack of a natural
mechanism to explain the absence of charge-parity (CP)
violation in strong interactions. A solution, introduced by
Peccei and Quinn [1], postulates an additional global
symmetry Uð1ÞPQ that is spontaneously broken at some
large energy scale fa. This generates a Nambu-Goldstone
boson, the Weinberg-Wilczek axion [2,3], with a field that
transforms as aðxÞ → aðxÞ þ αfa, where α is the phase of
the introduced scalar field. If there is more than one global
symmetry and, therefore, more than one Nambu-Goldstone
boson, the particle corresponding to the excitation of the
field combination is then the axion. Axions arising from
symmetry breaking at electroweak scales have been dis-
counted, having been ruled out by experimental searches
[4], but axions that result from a much higher energy scale,
so-called “invisible” axions [5–7], remain viable. In addi-
tion to QCD axions, particle excitations of the fields
orthogonal to this field combination are called axionlike
particles (ALPs), and indeed, numerous string-theory
driven models predict ALP candidates [8–11].
Both axions and ALPs make interesting dark matter

candidates [12]: they are nearly collisionless, neutral,
nonbaryonic, and may be present in sufficient quantities
to provide the expected dark matter density. Axions may
have been produced as a nonthermal relic by the misalign-
ment mechanism [13,14] and while very light, are predicted
to be produced essentially at rest, thus satisfying the criteria
for cold dark matter. There are also possible thermal
production mechanisms [15], although these are unlikely
to result in significant contributions to the dark matter.
ALPs may have been present during the early phases of the
Universe, produced as stable or long-lived particles that are
now slowly moving within our Galaxy [16].
Production of axions may arise in stellar environments

leading to a constant rate of emission from stars. From the
Sun, this provides a second possible source of axion signal,
but the consistency of stellar behavior with models that
exclude axion emission also leads to tight constraints on
their existence [17–19]. Additional constraints arise from
searches for axion couplings to photons via the Primakoff
effect [20,21]. Axions and ALPs are also expected to
couple with electrons, so can be probed with a wider range
of experimental techniques, such as instruments with
germanium and xenon active targets [22,23]. Here we
present searches for axioelectric coupling with the LUX
experiment for two specific scenarios: (i) QCD axions
emitted from the sun, and (ii) keV-scale galactic ALPs that
could constitute the gravitationally bound dark matter.
Signal expectation in LUX.—The Large Underground

Xenon experiment (LUX) provides sensitivity to dark
matter in the form of weakly interacting massive particles

(WIMPs), reporting, for example, the most sensitive limits
to date for spin-independent and spin-dependent WIMP-
neutron interactions for masses above 4 GeV=c2 [24–27].
LUX is a dual-phase xenon time-projection chamber (TPC)
consisting of a low-radioactivity titanium vessel partially
filled with liquid xenon such that above the liquid a layer of
gaseous xenon is maintained. A vertical electric field of
181 V=cm is established via a gate grid placed within the
gas layer, and a cathode at the base of the liquid. The
detector has an active target mass of 250 kg. Energy
deposited by incident radiation creates a primary scintilla-
tion signal, called S1, and ionization charge. The latter,
when drifted vertically in an electric field to produce an
electroluminescence signal in the gas phase, leads to a
delayed signal, called S2. Both signals are detected by
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), 61 viewing the TPC from
above and 61 from below. The location at which an energy
deposition occurred may be reconstructed from the dis-
tribution of signal sizes in the PMTs, which gives the
position in the horizontal plane. The standard deviations of
the reconstructed coordinates have a statistical contribution
of 10 mm at the S2 threshold due to Poisson fluctuations in
the numbers of detected photons. To this, a 5 mm system-
atic contribution is added, as estimated from events that
arise from the well-defined wall position [25]. The period
of delay (0–324 μs) between the S1 and the S2 then gives
the vertical position, with a resolution of 0.9 mm [25]. The
ionization threshold is sufficiently low to allow observation
of single electrons emitted from the liquid surface, giving a
very low energy threshold for experimental searches. A
detailed description of the detector and its deployment at
the Sanford Underground Research Facility may be found
in Ref. [28].
Importantly, axion or ALP interactions in LUX would

result in additional events within the electron-recoil class of
events, identified principally by the ratio of S2 to S1 signal
size. This is in contrast to searches for WIMPs that are
conducted within the nuclear recoil band. Moreover,
whereas the nuclear recoil band is essentially background
free (dominated in fact by leakage from the electron recoil
band), the electron recoil band is populated significantly,
with contributions from gamma rays and beta particles
from radioactive contaminations within the xenon, from the
detector instrumentation, and from external environmental
sources. Data presented here, and their analysis, come from
the period April 24 to September 1, 2013, with a total
exposure consisting of 118 kg fiducial mass over a 95 live-
days period.
Axion and ALP searches rely on the so-called axio-

electric effect [29–31],

σAe ¼ σpeðEAÞ
g2Ae
βA

3E2
A

16παemm2
e

�
1 −

β2=3A

3

�
; ð1Þ

where σpe is the photoelectric cross section on the target
material (xenon), gAe is the coupling constant between
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axion or ALP and electron, αem is the fine-structure
constant, me is the mass of the electron, and βA and EA
are the velocity and the energy of the axion.
Two signal sources are considered here: axions produced

and emitted from the Sun, and primordial ALPs within the
Galaxy. In the first case, Redondo [32] has estimated
the solar axion spectral shape, assuming massless axions.
The flux is dominated by contributions from atomic
recombination and deexcitation (that introduce features
associated with atomic shell structure), bremsstrahlung and
Compton scattering (both of which contribute smoothly),
and is presented as the dashed blue line in Fig. 1, for an
arbitrary choice of axion coupling constant. The flux, as
estimated for zero axion mass, is still valid without heavy
corrections for masses smaller than 1 keV=c2, since the
total energy is dominated by kinetic energy. The solar axion
is therefore approximated to be massless, but note that these
models cover theoretically interesting phase space, includ-
ing the region for which axions provide a solution to the
strong CP problem. Such a signal detected in LUX would
be modified by detector resolution and efficiency effects
[33]. These have been modeled with the Noble Element
Simulation Technique (NEST) package [34–36] with the
resulting expected solar axion energy spectrum presented
as the solid red distribution in Fig. 1.
In the case of ALP interactions within a detector, because

the ALPs are expected to be essentially at rest within the
galaxy, axioelectric absorption leads to electron recoils with
kinetic energy equal to the mass of the ALP. Interactions of
this type therefore produce a monoenergetic spectral
feature.
Background model.—The detector design, its location

deep underground, and its construction from radiopure
materials contribute to ensuring a low rate of events from

background radioactivity. Moreover, xenon attenuates radi-
ation relatively strongly (Z ¼ 54, density ∼3 g=cm2)
which, combined with the ability to accurately reconstruct
the position of the interaction point, allows fiducialization
away from local sources of background such as the walls
that surround the xenon target, the PMTs, and the cathode.
Figure 2 presents, for the fiducial volume and the energy

region of interest, the LUX 2013 data, together with the
background model. Radiogenic backgrounds are estimated
as in Ref. [37] and lead to a contribution from Compton
scattering of γ rays from detector component radioactivity
(light green). An additional γ-ray contribution arising from
heavily down-scattered emission from 238U chain, 232Th
chain, and 60Co decays in the center of a large copper block
below the PMTs is also included [25] (dark green). Further
significant contributions arise from 85Kr and Rn-daughter
contaminants in the liquid xenon undergoing β decay with
no accompanying γ rays detected (orange), and x rays
emitted following those 127Xe electron-capture decays
where the coincident γ ray escapes the xenon (purple).
Each background contribution has been estimated from
modeling measured impurity levels, and no scaling has
been performed. The four observables used in the sub-
sequent statistical analysis are modeled: the prompt scin-
tillation (S1), the base 10 logarithm of the proportional (S2)
signal, the radius (r), and depth (z) of the event location. S1
pulses are required to have two PMTs in coincidence and
an S1 value in the range 1–80 detected photons; the S2
signal is required to be in the range 100–10 000 detected
photons. A radial fiducial cut is placed at 18 cm and the
range in z is set to be 48.6–8.5 cm above the faces of the
bottom PMTs. The resulting fiducial volume has been
calculated as in Ref. [24].
Figure 3 shows the background model and LUX 2013

data as a function of recoil energy, with energy recon-
structed as E ¼ ½S1c=g1 þ S2c=ðϵg2Þ�W. Here, S1c is the
S1 signal size corrected to equalize the response throughout
the active volume to the response at the center of the
detector (scale of corrections �10%), while S2c is the S2
signals size corrected to equalize the response to that at the
surface (scale of correction from 0 to 50%). g1 ¼ 0.117�
0.003 phd/photon and g2 ¼ 12.1� 0.8 phd/electron are the
gain factors [38], defined by the expectation values hS1i ¼
g1nγ and hS2i ¼ g2ne, where nγ and ne represent the initial
number of photons and electrons produced by the inter-
action; ϵ ¼ 49%� 3% [38] is the efficiency for extracting
electrons from the liquid to the gas; and W ¼ ð13.7�
0.2Þ eV [38] is the work function for the production of
either a photon or an electron.
Analysis.—Profile Likelihood Ratio analysis: A two-

sided profile likelihood ratio (PLR) analysis [39] has been
performed to test the signal models against the LUX 2013
data. The approach used is consistent with that applied to
the LUX standard WIMPs search [25], in which the PLR is
based on the simultaneous separation of the signal and the

FIG. 1. Dashed blue distribution: expected energy spectrum
from a massless solar axion, assuming a coupling gAe ¼ 10−12.
The shape arises from the combination of a continuous contri-
bution to the axion flux due to bremsstrahlung and Compton
scattering, together with features associated with atomic recom-
bination and deexcitation effects. Solid red distribution: The
expected LUX experimental solar axion energy spectrum, as
modeled with NEST [34–36].
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background distributions in the four physical observables:
r, z, S1c, and log10ðS2cÞ. Conversion of theoretical axion
and ALP energy spectra to probability density functions for
each of the physical observables has been performed with
NEST [34–36], taking into account the detector response and

the efficiency. The models of the signal for the solar axions,
and for an example 10 keV=c2 mass galactic ALP, are
shown in Fig. 4, projected on the two-dimensional space of
log10 S2c as a function of S1c.
Systematic uncertainties in background rates are treated

as nuisance parameters in the PLR. Table I summarizes
the contributions from the background sources, listing the
number of events expected in the total exposure and the
best fit value returned by the PLR (in the solar axion
search). The constraints are Gaussian distributions, with
means and standard deviations indicated.
The PLR analysis extracts a 90% C.L. upper limit on the

number of signal events: if the local p value is below 10%,
the signal hypothesis is excluded at 90%C.L.The limit on the
number of signal events is then converted to a limit on the
coupling constant between axion/ALP and electrons, gAe.
The look elsewhere effect: The ALP study is conducted

by searching for a specific feature over a range of masses.
The local significance of observing such a feature at one
particular mass must be moderated by the number of trials
undertaken, in order to calculate a global significance [40].
In Fig. 5, the local p value, i.e., the probability of such an
excess if there is no ALP signal at that mass, is plotted as a
function of the ALP mass, highlighting the correspondence
with the number of standard deviations (σ) away from
the null hypothesis. At 12.5 keV=c2 a local p value of
7.2 × 10−3 corresponds to a 2.4σ deviation. Following the
procedure outlined in Ref. [41] (where it was applied to

FIG. 2. LUX 2013 electron recoil data (filled black squares, with error bars) together with the background model, comprised of
contributions from low-z-origin γ rays (dark green), other γ rays (light green), 85Kr or Rn-daughter contaminants in the liquid xenon
undergoing β decay (orange) and x rays due to 127Xe (purple). The four panels show the distributions in terms of the four parameters
used in the analysis: S1c (top left), log10S2c (top right), radial coordinate (bottom left), and vertical coordinate (bottom right). The
number of counts in each background component is based on independent assay results and measurements, with no additional scaling.

FIG. 3. Energy spectrum of the LUX 2013 electron recoil
background. Data are filled black squares with error bars; the
individual contributions to the background model are the stacked
colored histograms: low-z-origin γ rays (dark green), other γ rays
(light green), 85Kr or Rn-daughter contaminants in the liquid
xenon undergoing β decay (orange), x rays due to 127Xe (purple).
The number of counts in each background component is based on
independent assay results and measurements, with no additional
scaling. The cutoff at higher energies is due to the requirement on
S1 signal size.
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searches for the Higgs boson), a boost factor has been
calculated that evaluates the likelihood of finding a
deviation for a number of searches as compared to the
significance that would apply to a search performed only
once. Consequently, the global p value is evaluated as
5.2 × 10−2 at 12.5 keV=c2, corresponding to a 1.6σ rejec-
tion of the null hypothesis.
Results.—The 90% C.L. upper limit on the coupling gAe

between solar axions and electrons is shown in Fig. 6,
along with the limits set by the previous experiments
[19,23,42,43], the astrophysical limit set via the Red
Giant cooling process [18] and the theoretical models

describing QCD axions [5–7]. The 2013 LUX data set
excludes a coupling larger than 3.5 × 10−12 at 90% C.L, the
most stringent such limit so far reported. Assuming the
Dine-Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnitsky model, which postu-
lates the axion as the phase of a new electroweak singlet
scalar field coupling to a new heavy quark, the upper limit
in coupling corresponds to an upper limit on axion mass of
0.12 eV=c2, while for the Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-
Zhakharov description, which assumes the axion interact-
ing with two Higgs doublets rather than quarks or leptons,
masses above 36.6 eV=c2 are excluded.
In the galactic ALP study, a scan over masses has been

performed, within the range of 1–16keV=c2, limited by the
range over which precise knowledge of light and charge
yield is determined through tritiated methane calibration
data [33]. Assuming that ALPs constitute all of the galactic
dark matter, the 90% C.L. upper limit on the coupling
between ALPs and electrons is shown in Fig. 7 as a
function of the mass, together with the results set by other

FIG. 4. Signal models projected on the two dimensional space
of log10 S2c as a function of S1c, for massless solar axions (top)
and 10 keV=c2 mass galactic ALPs (bottom).

TABLE I. Nuisance parameters in the best fit to the 2013 LUX
data for solar axions. Constraints are Gaussian with means and
standard deviations indicated. Events counts are after analysis
cuts and thresholds, as described in Ref. [25].

Parameter Constraint Fit value (solar axions)

Low-z-origin γ counts 161� 69 157� 17
Other γ counts 223� 96 175� 18
β counts 67� 27 113� 18
127Xe counts 39� 12 42� 8

FIG. 5. Local p value as a function of the ALP mass. The
minimum is reached at 12.5 keV=c2, where the local p value is
7.2 × 10−3, corresponding to a 2.4σ local deviation.

FIG. 6. Red curve: LUX 2013 data 90% C.L. limit on the
coupling between solar axions and electrons. Blue curve:
90% C.L. sensitivity, �1σ (green band), and �2σ (yellow band).
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experiments [19,23,42,44–46]. Again, this is the most
stringent such limit so far reported in this mass range.
Summary.—We have presented the results of the first

axion and ALP searches with the LUX experiment. Under
the assumption of an axioelectric effect interaction in
xenon, we test the coupling constant between axions and
ALPs with electrons, gAe, using data collected in 2013, for a
total exposure of 95 live days ×118 kg. Using a profile
likelihood ratio statistical analysis, for solar axions we
exclude gAe larger than 3.5 × 10−12 (90% C.L.) and axion
masses larger than 0.12 or 36.6 eV=c2 under the
assumption of the Dine-Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnitsky or
Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zhakharov theoretical models,
respectively. For axionlike particles, a scan over masses
within the range 1–16 keV=c2 excludes discovery of a
signal with a global significance at a level of 1.6σ, and
constrains values of the coupling to be no larger than
4.2 × 10−13, across the full range.
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